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1. INTRODUCTION

5. Extended Image

SQL[5] is basically a Set Query Language. However, it
has never been implemented to fully exploit the advantage
of its set-theoretic heritage. Though developers were aware
of set-accessing I/O capabilities,[1] they chose performance
inhibiting record-accessing I/O to support set operations.
Existing applications can be retrofitted with set-accessing
I/O to improve SQL performance by orders of magnitude.

Mappings produce sets from sets making Image the
quintessential I/O operation. For Image operations to
accommodate all storage representations, extensions to the
foundations of set theory were required.[9]
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2. Machine-Independence
Since relationships are independent of representations,
ARPA, in 1965, initiated research on machine-independent
data structures. Conclusion: set-accessing I/O provided
superior performance and reliability over record-accessing.[1]
In 1970 the Relational Data Model,[3] RDM, introduced
the advantages of the machine-independence of data using
set operations at the application level.
In 1973 SQUARE[4] proposed the use of the set-theoretic
Image operation (mapping function) to formally support the
RDM set operations.
Both RDM and SQUARE papers referenced ARPA’s
research on a set-theoretic data structure, STDS, for I/O.
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6. XML & STDS
One of the first demonstrable advantages of an extended
Image was the ability to treat XML documents as sets.[6]

3. STDS: Set-Theoretic Data Structure

7. CONCLUSION

STDS implementations used FORTRAN array structures
coupled with ordered column labelings, <A,B,C> or <C,A,B>,
allowing physical ordering of columns to be inconsequential
to user applications. STDS supported the MICRO RDBMS.[2]
Using labeled arrays allowed application set operations
to be defined without concern for storage representations.
STDS provided machine-independence, but (at that time)
only for data represented as arrays.
RDM set operations were equated with set operations on
labeled arrays. The RDM operations were just a small
subset of set operations already supported by STDS.[1]

Though the Image operation was known to developers of
SQL it was never exploited to support machine-independent
I/O. This can be remedied. Adding set-accessing I/O to
existing SQL systems can improve performance by orders of
magnitude[7] with access to any and all computer data.[8,10]
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